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QUESTION 1

You are designing a system that is intended to scale out in the future. Which two messaging techniques are valid?
(Choose two.) 

A. a JMS Queue Receiver 

B. a Rendezvous Publisher using rvcache 

C. a JMS service configured for fault tolerance 

D. a Rendezvous Subscriber using Distributed Queue 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which product is used to deploy BusinessWorks projects? 

A. TIBCO Hawk 

B. TIBCO Designer 

C. TIBCO Administrator 

D. TIBCO Runtime Agent 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true about the maximum connections property of a JDBC Connection? (Choose two.) 

A. It is a pool that is shared. 

B. It provides a method to dynamically increase the pool size. 

C. It can never be set to a number greater than the number of BusinessWorks licenses. 

D. Once the maximum number of connections is reached, activities requesting a connection cannot proceed. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

A TIBCO BusinessWorks installation spans multiple secure subnets with insecure interconnections. It must protect
credit card numbers in messages traveling among subnets. Which three designs are secure? (Choose three.) 

A. using only JMS Connections configured for SSL 
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B. using SSL wherever available in TIBCO Designer 

C. doing custom encryption/decryption over unsecure transports 

D. using only Rendezvous transports with the Use SSL option checked 

E. using only Rendezvous transports and restricting Rendezvous daemons to use SSL for connections outside their
subnet 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What does the term Scaling Out in BusinessWorks imply? 

A. adding multiple CPUs to a machine to scale out BusinessWorks processing capabilities 

B. distributing the components of a BusinessWorks Domain across multiple machines 

C. distributing the components of the BusinessWorks Runtime Agent across multiple machines 

D. partitioning a machine into logical areas that allow multiple TIBCO Administration Domains to be hosted on a single
machine 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two components may be used to specify BusinessWorks user authorization? (Choose two.) 

A. Corporate LDAP 

B. TIBCO Domain Utility 

C. TIBCO Administrator GUI 

D. TIBCO Administrator Installer 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 7

Your organization has created a standard for organizing TIBCO BusinessWorks projects. Which is most suited to this
task? 

A. TIBCO Adapters 

B. TIBCO PortalBuilder 
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C. TIBCO Domain Utility 

D. TIBCO Designer templates 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three breakpoint capabilities does the BusinessWorks Designer Tester support? (Choose three.) 

A. setting a breakpoint on a transition 

B. setting a breakpoint after an activity 

C. setting a breakpoint before an activity 

D. associating a condition with a breakpoint 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two statements are true about the BusinessWorks process definition group with the group action of type
\\'none\\'? (Choose two.) 

A. It allows creating a transition out of the group back into the group. 

B. It overrides individual activity error handlers for activities in the group. 

C. By collapsing the grouped items to a single icon, the process definition diagram is cleaner and smaller. 

D. It allows you to have a single error handler for any error created by any activity within the group which does not have
its own error handler. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

Place the list of steps in the sequence required to accomplish a deployment. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two statements are true when considering the schema or metadata of event driven BusinessWorks processes?
(Choose two.) 

A. External business events generated by adapters utilize statically defined schema. 

B. Developers are free to design the schema of any internal events, but not external events. 

C. Once an event occurs, there is no way to modify the schema of the event data. The developer must utilize it in its
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original form. 

D. Business events can be mapped into common business objects to minimize the number of schemas that business
processes must deal with. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

A BusinessWorks application you are developing uses JMS messaging where the messages only reside on the local
campus. How should you implement conversation level security? 

A. You can define the connection used by the message producers and consumers to use SSL. You also need to provide
the appropriate certificates. 

B. You can define the message producers and consumers to use PGM which encrypts all message content. You must
also provide the appropriate certificates. 

C. You can define the connection used by the message producers and consumers to use a VPN. The network security
administrator must configure this for you. 

D. You need to write a Java code activity to perform encryption (decryption) of the data before giving it to the message
producer (or after getting from the message consumer). 

Correct Answer: A 
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